
	

Summer Reading Challenge: 
How many places can you find to read? 

      
In the house…     
 1. on my bed  24. sitting on a box  47. after a bath 
 2. next to a dresser  25. under a blanket  48. by the washer/dryer 
 3. in a soft chair  26. inside an fort  49. on a rug 
 4. in a hard chair  27. in a closet  50. on a hard floor 
 5. in a rocking chair  28. in my playroom  51. by a fan 
 6. in a kid’s chair  29. on a pillow  52. against the fridge 
 7. on the couch  30. in a sleeping bag  53. in the hall 
 8. in a kitchen chair  31. on the top step  54. lying on my stomach 
 9. by the door  32. on the bottom step  55. lying on my back. 
 10. at the table  33. under the table Outdoors… 
 11. on my parent’s bed  34. in the garage  56. on a swing 
 12. next to my toys  35. on the front porch  57. on a playset 
 13. by a window  36. with a flashlight  58. on a lawn chair 
 14. on a piano bench  37. while someone’s cooking  59. under a tree 
 15. at a desk   38. while a parent is  reading  60. in a tree 
 16. in the living room  39. to a recorder  61. leaning on the house 
 17. in the basement  40. after breakfast  62. on the grass 
 18. upstairs  41. after lunch  63. on the pavement 
 19. downstairs  42. after dinner  64. by a pool 
 20. in my bedroom  43. after a snack  65. in a hammock 
 21. in the kitchen  44. before bed  66. in the bed of a truck 
 22. in a library  45. in the tub(no water)  67. in a tree house 
 23. on the toilet  46. while it is raining  68. back of a truck 
      
On vacation… With Others… Ways to Read.. 
 69. at the beach  84. with a stuffed animal  93. with an accent 
 70. on a boat  85. to a pet  94. like a pirate 
 71. at a park  86. with a friend  95. upside down  
 72. on a picnic  87. to a grandparent  96. while acting out the story 
 73. in a big city  88. to a sibling  97. like Dracula (vampire) 
 74. in a hotel  89. to your mom/dad  98. like a Princess 
 75. in a car  90. to a aunt/uncle  99. like a villain 
 76. at a camp  91. to a cousin  100. like a Disney Character 
 77. on an airplane  92. to a baby  101. On an ipad/kindle 
 78. in a restaurant     
 79. on a towel  Can you add to the list? 
 80. in a lobby  * _______________  * _______________ 
 81. in a field  * _______________  * _______________ 
 83. in the sand  * _______________  * _______________ 

	
	 	



Every	time	you	read	a	book	color	a	star.	
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